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RADAR DETECTION OF ICE WEDGES IN ALASKA 

S.A. Arcone, P-V. Sellmann and A.J. Delaney 

INTRODUCTION 

Background 
Geophysical exploration of permafrost is generally 

intended to define the boundaries of ice-bonded 
ground and to delineate zones rich in ground ice and 
massive ice. Massive ice feawres such as wedges and 
lenses are often of particu lar Interest to the geotech
nical engineer as their location can indicate regions 
where maximum thaw settlement may occur. To the 
geologist, the position, size and depth of the ice 
features can help to establish past c;jimatic and de
positional events. In this report we discuss the usc 
of ground-probing radar to detect massive ice wedges. 

Electrical and electromagnetic methods have been 
Widely used for permafrost exploration bef;ause of 
the large contrasts in electrical properties which ex
ist between thawed and frozen ground and, In some 
cases, between massive ice and ice-rich soil. Galvanic 
methods using ;arr;ays of electrodes have me;asured 
such contrasts in d.c. electrical resistivity to profile 
or sound geologic structure (e.g. Barnes 1965, Ogilvy 
1967). These contrasts h;ave ;also been exploited by 
magnetic induction (Hoekstra 1978, Arcone et ;at 
1979) and the radiowave methods of wave-tilt ;and 
surf;ace imped;ance (Hoekstra et ;a l. 1975, Arcone 
et~. 1979, Daviset al. 1916. Scott ;;md Hunter 1977). 
The l;atter two methods have responded well to changes 
in near-surfice resistivity, but they were often unable 
to provide similar detail on deeper structure because 
of their low frequency nature and because very feW 
data points cou ld be obtained at each survey station. 

Computer modeling has to be performed with these 
methods in order to determine geologic structure. 
Structures that are not composed of horizontal, homo
geneous layers are extremely difficult to model. 

In the 1970's, several researchers investigated the 
use of radar for permafrost exploration. Radar sig
nals in the VHF band (SO to 1 SO MHz) penetrated 
well in some circumstances, revealed some interesting 
responses over areas of massive ground ice, ;,md per· 
mitted more detait to be distinguished in some mater· 
ial than was possible with low frequency methods 
because of the short wavelengths involved, Bertram 
et ai, (1972) first demonstrated that radar could be 
used to profile ice masses in permafrosL Their pro
files from Barrow, Alaska, revealed responses to these 
features that are similar to our results. Unfortunately 
their report contains very little data analysis. Davis 
et 011. (1976) and Annan and Davis (1976) showed 
good radar penetration in massive ice and measured 
the dielectric constant of ice·rich ground in the area 
of Tuktoyaktuk, Canada, by continually separating 
their radar antennas to obtain wide-angle reflection 
and refraction (WARR) soundings. Arcane and De
laney (1982) used this technique later over layered 
frozen groooo containing disseminated ice. Kovacs 
and Morey (1979) performed radar profiles along a 
segment of the trans-Alaska pipeline haul road and 
compared two reflection horizons with the vertical 
distribution of massive ice along one profile oYer 30S 
m (1000 ft) in length. 

The propagation and reflection of VHF ground 
radar signals are strongly influenced by the dielectric 



prrmittivlty of different ground materials and the 
contrasts between them. Concurrently with the de
velopmen t of subsurface radar, the permittivity of 
many materia's has been measured in the VHF-UH F 
bands by ~verar researchers (e.g. Hoekstu. and Delaney 
1974, Wong et al. 1977, Topp et al. 1980). Most 
of dlis work hu c:oncen tnted on SOils. Hoekstra 
and Delaney (1974) and Delancy and Arcone (1982) 
have shown that at subfreezing temperatures the 
permittivity of soils exhibits a strong dependency 
On unfrozen water content. thus demonstrating that 
strong reflections can occur within permafrost at 
interfaces between different frozen soils or betWeen 
frozen soils of different water contents. 

Objectives and procedures 
The objective of these studies was to investigate 

the response of subsurface radar to a spec:ific ma~sive 
Ice feawre, the ice wedge, considering variations in 
eleclrical properties of materials caused by seasonal 
change and material type. The presence of an Ice 
wedge was usually indicat'ed by polygonal ground 
patterns. It was not our intent to detect these 
wedges as their presence was already evident from 
MJrface features. Rather, our purpose was to ~Ow 
the character of Ice wedge radar reflections on a 
continuous profile so that respon5eS frQfl"l inactive 
wedges, deep wedges. and smaller newly forming 
wedges without surface expression could be iden
tified in the furure. In some cases, deep wedges 
were disc:overed. 

An artificial ice wedge buried in thawed, dry 
gravel was first invest igated to determine the spatial 
nawre- of radar reflections from a feawre with this 
geometry. Investigations were then carried out in 
Alaska over actIve ice wedges and wedgc·llke strUc
wres, the lateral dimensions of which cou ld be. 
fairly well documented (rom surface observatlol"ls 
and logs of shallow drill holes. The investigations 
were carried out in both late summer and early 
spring. The soils containing the wedges were either 
predominantly silt or land. The dielectric permh
t1vities of these $Oils were dewrmined both in the 
neld from hyperbolic reflection proOles and in the 
laboratory using: time domain renectomeuy (TOR) 
on samples from the study sites. 

EQUIPMENT USED 

Radar 
The radar system used was manufactured by 

GSS I- and has been extensively de-sc;r1bed elsewhere 

'GtOphyslul SUMy Synf'mJ..lnc., Hudson, New H,mpshh. 
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Figure 1. Hypothelical radar pUlse returns and equiv

alent represenrotJon on rhe graphIc lecord of these 
returns If unchanged along a short profile, 

(Morey 1974, Davis el at 1976, Annan and Davis 
1976). We used their model 400 mainframe, model 
700P control module and model 3105 transmitting 
and receiving antennn. The antennas, combined In 
One hoosing, are resistively loaded, bowtie dipoles 
separated approxImately 30 cm. Tho transm itting 
~ntenna emits a pulse of several nmoseconds dura
tion at a ptJlse repetition rate of about SO kHz. The 
system samples the return signals to display an audio 
frequency facsimile. The time scale 1s determined 
from a supplied calibrator, the accuracy of which is 
estimated at ± 3%. 

Profil ing with the radar consists of towing the 
antennas over the grou nd surface and then di~laying 
the echo returns graphically on electrochemically 
treated paper, or recording the signals on tape for 
future analysis. The graphic record is a consecu tIve 
series of A-scope (ampliwde 'IS time) displays in 
which the horizontal axis is antenna position and 
the vertical axis is round·trip time of echo return. 
The signal amplitude Is represented by the graphic 
Intensity. 

Figure 1 represents a radar relurn and ho"" it 
would translate Into the graphic record should that 
return be unchanged over a short profii!ng distance. 
The pulses oscillate longer than one period of the 
pulse center frequency so that several peaks are con
tained in one pulse or "event." Consequently, closely 
spaced returns may appear as one continuous oscil la· 
tion on the graphic display. 

The design center frequency of the 3105 antenna 
is about 300 MH2. Generally, the ground loads the 
antenna to reduce thislo about 150 MHz. Increased 
gain was supplied to the later relurns. The performance 



figure for this radar is estimued ;u bc~ween 60 and 
70 dB. 

TOR 
The tlme dom')in reflec:cometry (TOR) method 

used for the la~atory studies has been described 
elsewhere (loeb et aI. 1971 , Hoekstnland Delaney 
1974) and wiJI be reviewed. In TOR, step pulses 
are propapted liang coui.tl tnnsmiuion lines and 
are reflected from soli or liquid samples contained 
at the end of the line. The TOR incident and reo 
nected waveforms are Fooricr.anatyzcd and com· 
pared with each other to derive the frequency· 
dependent reflection coefficient ror the sample/air 
Interface. The rene<:tlon coefficient Is then can· 
Verted to complfJC dielectric permittivity. 

Generally. relaxation times for soil·water mixtures 
are less than 150 picoseconds (i.e. dispersions cen· 
tered at 1 GHz or greater), so that the pulse renC(;· 
tJons need only be monitored for about 800 ps to 
capwre the entire renection. The Wnple sizt was 
20 em long so thal the round·trip distance for are· 
nection from the back of the sample was 40 em. 
The fastest pulse propagation time possible in a 
iand or slit Is .about 20 cm/ns so that this sample 
length would delay a rear refl«tion by at least 2000 
ps and thus not ~tlow back-end rene<:tions to inter· 
fere with the front·bee refltction. 

By 800 ps the waveform reflected from the sample 
has su,bilized to a steady value. and we iS5llme fOf 
data analysis that It would remain constmt forever. 
This constancy Is technically incorrect because a 
~ondMY relaxation due to d.c. conduction pro
cesses 31so Q(;curs, but at a far greater relaxation 
time. Therefore these d.c. effecls, which can be 
signifICant below 100 MHz, do not occur in our TOR 
data. They are also not important to our radar reo 
suits becau~ oor radar bandwidth Is mostly above 
100 MHz. 

The TOR pulse II a step wOIveform with a fast 
rise time of less than 35 ps. This :usur~s sufficient 
energy In the O.OS to 4-GHz range which easily 
covers our radar b.mdwidth. The fast rise times 
requIre that the tJme-dependenl wavefonns be re
c:onsttUc;te<i by umplin.& techniques. Sampling is 
performed by part of a Hewlett Packard 1815A 
SYStem. The time-refercnctng procedures described 
by Loeb ~t al. and Samulon's modifICation of the 
Shannon theorem (Samulon 1951) were used in the 
waveform analysis. A thorough description of sam· 
pie preparation Is given in Delaney and Arcone 
(1982). 
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DEF1N1T1DNS 

Si~e we frequently refer to the electrical proper· 
ties of materials in the ~nsuing discussion, a few denn· 
Idons arc In order. Under the as5llmption that elec;. 
tromaSM:tlc waves propagate in proportion to e/wt 

( .. nere t Is time, w is frequency in riid/s and 1= J:1') 
the pha§e ~eloclty II of any rrequency component 
of a radar pulse mOilt propqates In the ground is de· 
lelmlned by the formula 

(1) 

The quantity c: 15 the wave velocity in free space 
(30 em/os) and IC*(W) is the relative complex die
IC(:tric permittivity which Is, In gcneral, frequency 
dependent. 

The quantity ,,·(wl is further dcfintd as 

(2) 

where'" is the real part and ,," is the imaginary part. 
When ,," « ,, ', /c ' is usually ref~rred to as the die· 
lC(:tric constmt (and it u5IJally is constant with fre:
qucnc:y under this restriction) and IC" is u5llally reo 
ferr!d to OilS the los.s factor since it is directJy propor· 
tional to wave attenuation in decibels.. When IC ' and 
IC " ve compiriib!e, they are generiilJy frequency de· 
pendent and cause wideband signals (puiscs)to dis
perse Of change 5hape due to the frequency compon· 
ents trOilvellng at dlrferent speeds. 

The frequency depend~nu of IC" u5llally results. 
from the presence of unfrozen water, either fr~e or 
adsorbed. The dipolar nawr~ of wat~r causes dis
persion generally between 100 MHz and 100 GHz 
with strongest effC(;ts occurring between OiIbout 2 
and 30 GHz. The presence of ions in unfrozen water 
gh'es rise to in electrical conductivity a (slemenS/ 
mttcr) which also contributes to 1(" tnroulVllC". 
Therefore ,, " Is usually composed of a conductive 
and dipolar contribution such that 

" a " • • - + I( dlpoQr 
""'a 

(3) 

where EO -= 8.8Sx 10-' 2 brad/meter. This condu(;
tlvity factor is u5ll;l!ly Important u frequencies below 
100 MHz as dlscusscd above. 

Mater ials such ~s ice, cold permafrost «_5°C). 
dry soils, or granite can be ideal propagating media 
fOf radar becOlUse of their low ~nfrozen) moisture 
contenL In such casts Y = C/JIC' . Where ice-rieh 



permafrost Is within a few degrees of DoC, significant 
amounts of unfro2en water may be present In nUne 
pore spaces or adsorbed on soil panicle surfJ.ees to 
cause significant wave dispersion or absorption. 

When dispersion is not signiflGal'lt. the deplh d 
or radar reflections is deterl'Ained by using the form· 
ula 

d= 

Th is formula is applicd to each laycr in a layered 
medium Olnd assumes that each layer is homogeneoo 

Some references are given to WARR (wide angle 
reflection and refraction) soundings, which are 
Seismic-type procedures during which the radar an
tennas are separated and individual traces are re· 
corded for eaGh separation. The method gives die
lecuic constants, and examples of its use in Alaska 
are given by Arcone and Delaney (1982). 

MASSIVE ICE 

Ground Ice in permafrost occurs in several forms. 
h may occur as 1} small segregations or interstitially 
in voids between soil particles; 2) as large clear masses 
inCluding larger ice segregations (tenses), pingo ice, 
and buried ice tf\Olt originally formed on the surfaces; 
Of 3) as ice wedges that grow in contraction cracks 
in frozen ground (P~wc 1975). 

In this report we are concerned with the ice 
wedges that occur extensively throughout interior 
and northern Alaska. These wedges are commonly 
found in silts and fine sands, and occasionally occur 
in gravels in areas of cold permafrost. They are 
uSYallyvettica!. However, their shape can be ex
tremely complex, depending on material type and 
stage of development- They may range up to 3 m 
in width and 10m inheiiht. Tops of burled wedges 
in the Fairbanks atea have been documented to depths 
of 10 m (Sellmann 19(7). Their distribution near 
the surface usually corresponds to an obvious poly· 
gonal relief pattern in areas where they are actively 
forming. Deeper, buried wedges, shallow inactive 
wedges, and smaller, newly forming wedges may not 
have a surface manifestation. 

Wedge ice contains a very small quantity or fine 
sediment incorporated during wedge formation that 
gives the ice a foliated appearanc;e. Air bubbles are 
also presenL The dielectric constant IC' of pure ice 
at radar frequencies is 3.2; however, values as low 
as 2.6 (due to the presence of air) have been measured 
by Annan and Davis (1976) for Ice-rich ground well 
below DoC (see Davis (19791 fO( an explanation of 
of lIlls). Therefore, values [ower than 3.2 are also 
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possible for massive ground ice. In conlrast, ice·rich 
permafrost within 2 or 3 degrees of DoC can have c' 
valUt5 as high as 10. 

RESULTS 

Artificial wedat: Norwich, V~rmont 
Prior to our Alaska field studies. we investigated 

the respoO$e of our radar unit to a simulated ice 
wedge buried in a sand and gravel pit in Norwich, 
VermOnL The wedge was COnstructed of Styrofoam 
and enclosed in plastic. The dimensions of the wedge 
wefe approximately 1.S m wide. 2.4 m long and 2.4 
m deep. Its top was 1.0 m below the ground surface. 
The dielec:triC: c:onstant IC' of Styrofoam is approxi· 
mately 1.1 and provides a dielectrIc contrast with dry 
sand and gravel (,c'::: 4.0) similar to that of wedge ice 
(,c' !t 3.0) with ice-ti<;h slit (6 ... /c' " 10) within a 
few degrees of DoC. 

The host material w;u a dry gravelly gnd, the 
dielectric constant of wh ich was measured at 7.0 
usioS the WARR method. The sand and gravel back
fill around and over the wedge was not as compact 
as the undisturbed material and probably was drier 
duc to air exposure during excavation. Therefore, in 
the region of the wedge, we expected the dielectric 
cOflstant of me sand and gravel to be lower than 7.0. 
The radar measurements d iscussed below gave a value 
of approximately 4.1 . 

Figure 2 VloWS a radar reflection profile across 
the width of the wedge. The geometric scale of the 

Figure 2. ROOor profile over a Styrofoam 
wedge In SQnd and grovel. The locatiOn 
ond scole of the ~dge Is shown by the 
whitt ol/Qloy whose wrtkol scole corre· 
sponds to a IC' .... 7. 



Flfun 3. Hypotiletlc(J/ nrf(ICt~ my paths to explain 
Off4X/s focusing seen In Figure 2. The In·situ WI7VI!

/mgt" of the pulu CUller fr«/uency In tM sond and 
grrrvel Is comporrlb/e to the \oW'~e dlmtnsloM so that 
d/ffff1CllOn Iheory would be nudN 10 explain tiM 
10101 effect 

superimposed wedge corresponds to the time (assum
Ing« ' := 7.0) and dlsbnc;e scaJes of che profile. The 
dMk. bmds in the upper portion Or the profile are 
cauJed by svatil1cation In the sand and SJ<lyel, most 
likely due to drier conditions nev the surfxe. The 
wedge appears to cause a broad hyperbolic return. 
CJose inspection reveals this to be the superposition 
of thrcc hyperbolas. A eenflal hyperbola has its peak 
In the duk b:aods at a time dclav of about 13 ns, 
whldl would correspond to a It' :::: 4.0 for the wedge 
depth n 1 m. Thf5 cefltral hyperbola is Rcner.ilted 
by the surf"e of the wedge and the linear portions 
of the hyperbola descend very obYiously Into the 
I~ tct portion of the record.. The slope of these 
portions is approxlmOitely 13.6 cm/ns (em ofhorl
z()fItal distlnce) whidl corresponds to a.' Vodue of 
4. 1. 

The tops of the two other hyperbolu, whose linear 
portions quickly mellt with those of the c.eotnl ant, 
can be seen ncar the lower portion of the wedge In 
Flcure 2 3tabout 30 to 40 ns. The puks of Ihese 
two hyperbolas (the riJht one more obvious prob3bly 
due '0. slight incline in the vfftJu/ axis of the wedge) 
VlI dlspl3ced laterOllly from lhe edBCs of the wedJC 
sur~e. Therefore, mese secondary hyperbolas are 
probably caused by diffraction wid'lin dlc wedge. 
which is then focused off-axis as lUustnted by some 
hypothetiuJ ray p..,ths shown in F igLlte 3. 

The In-siw wa\'el~ngth of the radM pulse center 
frequency in the wedae h. about 1.5 m, whidlls the 
dimensiooll order of the wedae. Therefore diffrow:tion 
theory r:ather than ray optics is needed to explain the 
tot:d effect. In fow:l, the wed,e may be actinc is a 
resonant cayity and reemittinc only in it narrow band 
or frequencies from within the entire rad~r band. This 
m~y expliin the 6 or 7 bands seen on the hyperbola 
ieClion berween 90 and 110 ns. 
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Ice wecfccs In sand: Flih Creek, Auska 
This site was located a few miles ~Sl of the 

abandoned Fish Creek oil explor:atJon site on the 
Arctic Coasul Plain, The s.lte consists of a fine, 
Inorganic eolian sand (Caner 1981). A laboratory 
anaty$is showed only ~ by weight of a sanpleof 
this sand to be silt size or smaller. The site was 
thOien ~use of its ~ooth suri"a(;e and the pres
ence of polyconai patterns associated with wedge ice. 

Figure 4a shows it portion ora radar profile across 
ice wedges pcriormed in mid-Sepltmber 1980. The 
triangles above the horizontal axis indicate me cenler 
0( lIou!tJs and, therefore, the ~proximate «nten 
of the wedJes. The dark bands between IS and 20 
os are the reflections (rom It'Ie thawed Ktive I~yerl 
frOltn ground Interface. The aye rage depth of the 
.active layer was about 70cm, Which, when toupled 
wilh the radar time dclOlys, pye 1n avttOIBe Ie' Vj.]ue 
of 12.2 for the thawed sand. The stopes of the 
Imecr portions of the prommer'lt cenfl.al hyperbola 
arc iPProximately 4 em/ns whtch corresponds to a 
Ie ' =- 14.1. Therefore, the lOP or the wedge must haw 
been near the bottom of the active layer because this 
K' v~luc Indlcate~ that the edge diffraction WiS tny
dina through the actiYe IOlyer. This conclusion may 
seem to contradict the record of Figure 401 which 
appevs to show the top of Ihe hyperbola to occur 
about 15 ns aft~ the first active layer bottom returns. 
HoYoevCf, the true peak of the hyperboi. is mllSked 
by die dMk bands of It'Ie active layer bottom renee:
tlon. The apparent peak is rcally a superposition of 
Ihe hyperbolic bands and the other linear renec:tions. 

Figure 4b Rives a simplification of the active layer 
0lt1d ice wedge returns. The multiple hyperbofas ate 
believed to be Ciused by multiple refl~tjons in the 
active layer llS iIIustr.lted in the figure, rather than 
from M'rY effects within the wedge. This Is because 
the (extrapolated) centers of the secondary hyper· 
bolas setm to be coincident with d'le center of me 
wedee and their tinear portions have the same slope 
is those of the prlnwy. 

Figure 5 shows a more extensive profile wlih the 
flyprrbola discussed Olbove !uSlleft of the cenler. A 
diffe-enl print format caused this profile to differ in 
appearance from the record In Flgore 4a.. Several 
othel" hy~ are also recogniuble. One Is found 
below uch trough mark, indk:ating the presence of 
the correspond I"! ice wedge. HoweYff, between 3 
and a m and between 22 and 26 m, hyperbolu appear 
for wf\ich no surface indication wu prescnt. These 
ma)' correspond with older I deeper Ice wedges or smal" 
newly forming wedps. Their relatiye age could be 
Inferred by the positioo or the lOp of the hypetbolit 
reneclions. 



a. Radar profile. Triangles Jnd!cote po
sition of surface troughs. 

b. Some possIble roy pot/IS to ex· 
plain the multiple hyperbofos. 

Figure 4. Radar profile and simplificatIon of significant retIJrns for an Ice wed~ In sond near Fish 
Creek, Alaska. 

Figure 5. Radar profiles o~ Q series of polygonal troughs near FIsh Creek, 
A/o$ka. The hY/Hfbo/o of Figure 4b Is ata horizontal posJtlon of 13.5 m. 

Ice wedaes: Prudhoe Bily, Abska 
This investigation was carried out during late 

April of 1981. Radar profiles were performed over 
a polygonal ground area covered by 25 to 30 em of 
snow. The surface soil was organic to sandy silt with 
the section becoming more coarse-grained below 2 
to 3 m. The temperature of the sediments was pro~ 

..... v below _10°C to at least a 3-m depth (Gold and 
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l.achenbruch 1973). Attempts to measure the die
lectric CQflstlnt of the first few meters using a WARR 
sounding failed because antenna elevation due to 
snow cover strongly attenuates ground surface waves 
in the r.ldar bandwidth. However, we estimate a 
value of 6.5 based on the hyperbola. measurements 
discussed below . 
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Figure 6, Rodor profiles Oller Ic~ wedges or Prudh~ Bay, A lasko, Th~ hypubollc 
peaks occur between 10and 20 ns. MultIple reflections occur to o~r 65 ns. 

--, I : 

Figure 7. Radar profiles over Ice wedges 0/ Prudhoe Bay. The profile line Is 
pora/lel to that of Figure 6, 

Figures 6 and 7 snow two radar profiles taken in 
pM~leJ ilbout 2 m apML The triangles indicate me 
centers of polygon vaughs observed along these lines. 
The numerous, irregulM, thin verticililines resulted 
from a minor system malfunction. The first dar k 
horizontilll bmds at the top of the record commencing 
at 2 ns are retlJrns from me snow/ground interface. 
Continuous, dark horizonul bands (;ommencing u 
aboot 17 and 42 ns ilfter the ground surface retlJrns 
occur in both figures but most clearly on Figure 6. 
The return at 17 ns in Figure 6 cannot be from the 
~tive layer/permafrost interface (where a transition 
In Ice content might occur) because this depth is 
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aboUl40 em, which gives a 1( ' value of over 30. How
ever, the 1( ' Villue of 6.S, calculated from the linear 
portion of the hyper-bob. left of unlet in Figure 6, 
gives a depth of aboo l 0.9 m fOf Ihe 17-ns refl~tion. 
A 1( ' of 6.S is a typic~ Villue fOf frozen silt (discussed 
below) so that Ihis reflection may correspond to the 
fine-grained layer that caps this area or a change in 
ground ice content, but no borings were available or 
made to determine the actual nature of the reflector. 

Several hyperbolas occur in both Figures 6 and 7 
and ead'! was COfrelated with a polygonal trough in 
the field. One of these troughs was further investi· 
gated with shallow drilling which confirmed the 



the presellGl' of wedge ice at approximately 1 m be· 
low the ground surface. This means Ihat the peaks 
of the hyperbolas should come within lS ns of the 
ground sorfice returns, as is evident in both figures. 
though these anomalous rcwrns arc distorted and 
somewhat masked by other returns. The prominent 
hyperbolic puk sten at about 40 ns in Figure 7 (at 
, S·m distanco) is a multiple, the primary of which 
is masked by other strong returns betwetn 10 and 
2Ons. 

foe wedges under thawed fine grained soils: 
North Slope, Abska 

Two sites were profiled to determine whether ice 
wedges beneath a thawed, fine.-griined active layer 
could be detected. Both sites were located o n the 
Arctic Coastal Plain of Alaska and their surface soils 
were organic silts. The first study area was situated 
near an abandoned oil exploration site at East Oum
~ik in the National Petroleum Reserve, Alaska. 
approximately 170 km southwest of Lontly near 
the southern limit of the Arctic Coastal Plain. Deg
radation of the permafrost due to the explOl'ation 
activities is now under study by CRREL and, as a 
result, some information is available on ground ice 
distribution. The sediments at this site consist of 
a thick section of ice·rich silt. The measured active 
liyer thickness averiged 44 cm and the ground sur· 
face was extremely irregular due to polygonal troughs. 

The profiles shown in Figure 8 were stlected from 
a large iUl'Iount of data obtained in mid·$epttmber 
1980. Figure 8a shows a profile at East OUmaJik 
that crosstd two ice wedge troughs that were free of 
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sQnding water. The intensity of the ground surbc;e 
refll.'C;tions were damped by the range gain settings. 
Tho heavy dark bands between 10 and 20 ns are pri· 
mary refle<:liom from the interface between the 
thawed active layer and the frozen stdiments below. 
These reflections were used to calculate a mean die· 
lectric constant of 32.7 for the thawed active layer 
at this site (Arcooe 1982) which corresponds to an 
approximate Yolumetric water content of about 45% 
(Wang 1980), The radar returns benedth both marked 
troughs are complicated diffraction patterns and only 
a vague resemblance to a hyperbolic appeannce can 
be seen beneath trough B when the record is viewed 
from an oblique angle. If the~ diffractions are hyper· 
bolic, then the extended linear portions have been 
obliterated by the strong reOoclions from the perma
frost table. 

The second study arca was situated near the run· 
way at Lonely. A profile across two distinct troughs 
that cootained no visiblt standing water is shown in 
Figure 8b, Between the indicated troughs a strong 
multiple occurs from about 25 to 40 ns. There is 
alwa reflecting horizon at about 60 ns that does 
not seem to be a multiple, and therefore must be re
lated to changes in material properties. This horizon 
fades beneath the marked troughs and no character· 
istic hyperbolic reflections are seen. This type of 
graphic display unfOfWnately does not permit signal 
intensity to be measured, or else it would be evident 
thit the primary refltctioos beneath tht troughs have 
less amplitude than in adjacent sections. This atten· 
uation may be caused by higher moisture content of 
the lower. trough areas and ilso possibly by a greater 
amount of diffuse scattering from the ice wedges. 

0' 

a. Two Ice wedges In an Ice-rlch sill af East Oumallk. b. Two Ice wedges In an organIc 
SIlt near the Lonely rumllOY. 

Figure 8. Radar profiles of Ice wedges beneath a lhowed oct/lie layer at two sites in the NPR,d 
The symbols on the horizontal SCt.1le /ndlCQte position of polygonal troughs. 
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All profiles obtained over ice wedges in this area 
were similar with liUle penetTation inlo the frozen 
sediments and no obvious hyperbolic reneGtions. 
Generally, the lack of such renections can be ex
plained by considering iignal attenuation in a wet 
silt. At a center frequency of 150 MHz, the atten
uation of a radar pulse in this type of medium for 
which the resistivity has been measured at 40 ohm·m 
(Arcone et al. 1978) is it least 15 dB/m. The loss 
due to renection from the permafrost table Is esti
mated at about 8 dB, transmission back through 
the Stlrface loses another 5 dB, and geometric spread· 
ing of the beml may cause another 10 dB of loss. 
Therefore, for an active layer depth of about 0.5 m, 
between 35 and 40 dB of signal intensity is lost 
within the saturated troughs without even consid
ering an lnitialloS$ due to inefficient antenna cou
pling with the ground and losses due to the finite 
size of any local diffractor such as an ice wedgc. 
This loss is considerable when working with a radar 
system whose performance figure is only about 60 
to 70 dB. 

Wedge-like soil strucwres: ft. Greely, Alaska 
This site is a temporary runway surface over a 

glacial outwash plain near Donnelly Dome on the 
north flank of the Alaska Range. The outwash is 
stratified silt, sand and gravel. No permafrost exists 
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here and there was no seasonal frost as our investi
gations were conduc::ted in Sepwnber 1980. The 
only modifications to the terrain were clearing of 
the organic cover and leveling of the surface. Numer
ous nearly vertical wedge·like soil structures exist to 
OIbout 1.5-m depth and the structures of some of 
these fcuurcs have been documented by Olurch et 
aJ. (1965). These structures join to form polygonal 
patterns at the surface sim ilar to those associated 
with ice wedges. Sparse vegetation grows in the more 
fine-grained materials concentrated ill the polygon 
margins, giving some indication of the disuibution of 
these fealures. The horizontal beds adjacent to these 
wedge-like structures are generally distorted toward 
thc yerticaL WARR soundings made by Arcene and 
Delaney (1982) consistently give a yalue of ", '= 5.s 
for the upper few meters of this site. 

Figures 9 and 10 show two parallel radar profiles 
over a polygonal nelwork of these wedge-like soil 
structures. Both profiles show two zones of radar 
returns. There are numerous events occurring earlier 
than about 50 ns that are characlefized by closely 
spaced bands of continuous reflections. Hyperbolas 
with broad peOiks originate at 20 ns or Icss under the 
horizontal bars that indicate surface expressions of 
the wedge-like structures. The siopesof the linear 
portions of the hyperbolas correspond with /c ' values 
ranging between 3.5 and 9.4. For a ",'yalue of 5.5 

-
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Figure 9. RadDr profile O4Ier wedge-like structures at Ft. Greely, Alaska. 
Horizontal bars on the horizontal dis/once scole In<ilcote the position of 
the structures. 
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Figure 10. Radar profile over wedge-like structures a/ont} a line parallel to thot 
ofF/gure 9. 

(from WARR soundings) the pe.1ks of these hyper
bolas would occur within about 1.3 m of the surface 
and the 50·os limit would correspond with a depth 
of 3.2 m, the maximum depth antitipucd for the 
seasonal frost layer (Pewe and Holmes 1964). How
ever, this S().ns horizon may be a transition to more 
coarse-grained sediment, 

In Figure 9, continuous bands corresponding to 
layering show up between 80 and 90, 120 and , 30, 
and 160 and 170 ns at 12'10 16-m distance along 
the profile. In some pla!;es these rewrns are inter-
5e(:ted by moderately dipping reflections giving a 
cross bedded appearance ~ch as between 26 and 
34 m at 80 to 120 os. The numerous steeply dipping 
reflections are pans of hyperbolas with very narrow 
peaks and arc believed to be edge diffractions from 
discrete inhomogeneities such as older wedge sltuc
tures or horizontal changes in makt'ial type. Several 
dieleculc constant values calculated from the linear 
portions of these diffractions ranged between 5.6 
and 10.2. 

TDR me;lsurements 
The dic1eG-uic permittivity of field samples of 

North Slope sand and Fairbanks loess were measured 
as a fUnG-tion of frequency to verify the- dielecuic 
contrasts observed in the field, The sand sample 
was from the active layer and had a gravimetric. water 
content of 0. 12 g waterts soil. The undisturbed vol
ume of th is sample was nOI known. However, the 
volumeuic water content was about 25% when the 
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original (undried) sample was packed in a coaxial 
sample holder. The silt sample was from the Fairbanks 
area bu t its dielectric properties may be compared 
with the results (rom the Oumalik site and the slightly 
coarser.grained surface soils at Prudhoe Bay. We 
assume that the water contents of the Oumalik and 
Prudhoe Bay soils were near saturation but no samples 
were obtained. However, the actual water content 
is relatively unimportant at very low temperatures, 
as will be seen below. 

Figures 11-14 show the dielec.lIic data acquired 
through TOR measurements. The pulse reflections 
were measured for 1000 ps to assure that the dipolar 
relaxations were monitored to completion; no sec· 
ondary relaxations were observed with in this time 
frame (as might be due to d.c. conduc tion). Th ere
fore the d.c. conductivity for the $Oils studied (con
sidering their moisture content and temperature) 
was believed to be sufficiently low so as to not sig
nificantly affect ". within or above the radar band· 
width. 

Figures 11 and 12 show dielectric data for the 
North Slope sand. Figure 11 reveals that over the 
approximate radar bandwidth there is negligible dis
persion, as,, ' ;s constlnt both when thawed and 
frozen. The loss is extremely low at _3.1

D
C and 

stilJ low al +1.6DC. The ,,' value of 4.0 at -3.1 DC 

does not vary much with decreasing temperature 
(as seen in Fig. 12) and only starts to rise significantly 
at about _2.0Dc. The Ie' value is also seen in Figure 
12 to be independent of temperature, and the value 
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Figure ". Complex components of the relative dielectrIc per
mittivity of North Slope sond as a function of frequency at 
two temperatures. The approximate 3-dB bandwidth of the 
rador pulse Is shooed. The volumetric 'NtIter content Is 2796. 
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Figure 12. Real port of the relative dIelectric permIttivity of North Slope sond 
as a function of lemperallJre for three volumetric water contents at the rodar 
pulse center frequency of 150 MHr. The volumetric water content of the 
active /oyer sompJe from the site near Fish Creek MoVS about 25%. 

verifies the dielectric constant obttined from the 
hyperbolic returns seen in Figure 4a. The data points 
in Fig1Jre 12 apply only for 150 MHz and were takeo 
from several TOR plots rmde at nrious temperatures. 

Fig1Jres 13 and 14 show dielectric: data for the 
SilL Figwre 13,ive5 data for only one temperawre, 
which is approximately that of the near-surface fro
zen ground at Prudhoe Bay for late April. The die
lectric constant OiInd loss are neOilrly independent of 
frequency over the radar bOilnd. The JC'value of 7.5 
is crose to the field measured nlue of 6.5 but the 
water content at Prudhoe Bay was unknown. How
ever, the curves of Figure 14 show that the field 
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measured value is reasonable for almost any water 
content below -2.0"C and that it is within the labor
atory experimental error. Above freezing, the vol
umetric: wOilter content of 0.55 (corresponding to the 
,, ' values of about 33 is was musured in the field ; 
see Arcone 1982) veriftes the observed saturated 
nature of the East OumaIik active rayer. 

The very slight dependencies upon initial water 
content seen in Figure 13 and to a lesser extent in 
Figure 12 are due to the fairly cOflstant amount o f 
adsorbed WOilter thOilt remains unfrozen as temperature 
falls below O"c. At water contents above about 
5-10%, all available soil surface area is taken up by 
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Figure 13. Complex components of the relative dielectric per
mittivity for an Inor!J(mlc silt as a function of frequency. The 
approximate 3-<18 bandwidth of the rador pu/~ Is shaded. TM 
volumetric water content Is 3696 and the temperature Is -10, 1°C, 
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Figure 14. Reol port of the relative dIelectric ptrmlttMty for an Inorganic 
silt as a function of tem{N!f"Dture for three volumetric water contents at the 
rador pulse center frequency of 150 MHz. The ground temperature at Prudhoe 
Bay was approxlmotely -1 ~C 

ildsorbcd water. Any more waler added becomes free 
pore water, which freezes at temperahlres just below 
O°C. Since /(' for ice and dry sift is no greater than 
ilbout 3.0, ice content will therefore 00 longer sig
nifia;ntly ilffect the /(' of the ice-rich soil. In Figure 
14, the slow decrease seen in /(' as temperawre de
creases well below freezing is caused by the slow 
freezing of adsorbed water. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Ground radar responses to ice wedges in perma
frost have been investigated. A Styrofoam wedge em· 
placed in a gravelly sand produced a radar response 
of several hyperbolic shapes when the profiling direc
tion was across the width of the wedge. Real ice 
wedges in a frozen sand beneath a thawed active layer 



produud a simpler hyperboHc response wntiintng 
~ few multiples. Wedges in northern Alaska In cold, 
frozen, sandy sll L beneath a frozen ac.tive layer gave 
the simplest hyperbolic profiles. Wc:dse·like soil 
s,ructU(es and other unidentified inhomogeneities 
in outwash of sand and gravel produced a vast num· 
ber of hyperbolic returns and multiples which were 
seen at the greatest time del:ay at all four sites. No 
slgnific:Mlt response was obtained rrom wedges be
neath I thawfd. s.nurated active layer of organl' 
silt. TOR meASurements performed on soil samples 
... erifled the dlel~trJc values measured In the field 
of the host media. 

We cOf1C./ude -from these studies that lee wedges 
can be detected by radar operating at VHF in cold 
permafrost (colder than iPprOXimaLely _5°C) when 
the active layer is either frozen or well below satur
ation In a thawed state. VHF radar may penelTiilte 
a saturated active layer but too much energy may 
be lost during propagation In the active layer and 
from renectlon from the permafrost. A dielectric 
c;ontrasl between the wedge ic;e and the host medium 
can uw.lly be detected, bul the ice and soil cou ld 
be dielectrica"y Identical under two circumstancH. 
First, any absolutely dry soil would have a "'val ue 
of abou t 3.0, but this is unlikely because soils con· 
lotinin, ice wed,es will contain ground ice. Secondly, 
values for ice and foc dean, coarse.gralned sediments 
with ice-filled ... olds can be ... ery similar. However, 
most ice wedges occur in fine-grained materials. 

Some of the hyperbolas seen in the Oeld wefe 
similar to the main hyperbola secn over the artifICial 
wedge, but the secondary hyperbolas observed in 
the Norwich study were ne ... er observed in the Alas
kan studies. We do not know the exact depths of 
the Alaskan wedges but a h~er frequency radar 
mightai ... e more detail because of its shorter wave
lengths. As can be seen from Figures 11 and 13, 
pulse bandwidths between 500 and 1000 MHz would 
still notflxperienee much loss or dispersion when 
propagating in frozen ground below about _5°C. 
latge I~ would result in most thawed slwatlons 
at UHF to microwave frequenc;ies is Cln be setn in 
Figure 11. 

The identifiQ,tion by radar of deep ice wedges 
Of other local diffractors that Wffe not associatbJ 
with :any SUffiCe expression was successful at two 
locations. At the Fish Creek site (Fia. 5) we assume 
that the unmarked hyperbolas are buried or newly 
forming wedges, -and likewise at the Donnelly Dome 
site (Fig, 9 and 10) where a profusion o(hyperbolas 
ocwrred beyOtld the SO·ns horizon. These returns 
demonstrate lhu radar profiling would be a useful 
method to detect, map and in ... entory buried ice 
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wedges. I ( appears thilt survcvs c;;ould be performed 
at depths up to 10 m in cold, nonsaJlne: permafrost 
with the equipment we used, and probably O ... er mud! 
greater depths with Impro ..... <d signal processing. 

Future surveys using the seismic procedures of 
common drpth..polnt signal suc.kina may be able to 
eliminate much of tht: unwanted coherent noise . nd 
reoteaJ hyperbolic rtflecliom thai would ordInar ily 
not bc.~. 5uth 1IJrveys would require data to be 
reGOI'decJ I\t discrete fntervals rill.her than tonlinuously 
as was done here. Although this procedure would 
consume more tIme per profile, a grl:.1tcr 3Il1ounl of 
inrormaJion would be pined. 
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APPENDIX A: BRIEF DISCUSSION 
OF DISPERSION 

Di$pefsion occurs ."men the phase velocity and 
attenuation rate in a material or medium are fre
quency dependent over the bandwidth of a propa
gated pulse. In such cases, the pulse will lengthen 
with time, attenuatt with propagation distance 
(above the usuall1r2 energy attenuation rate in an 
unbounded medium) and various oscillations within 
the waveform will travel either fOfWV'd or backward 
through the waveform as the pulse propagates. In 
a waveguide (e.g. two reflectors enclosing II lossless 
dielec;tric) phase velocity generally exceeds group 
velocity and attenuation increases sharply at some 
low frequency "ciltoff_" In this case, short pulses 
lengthen into II series of high frequency oscillations 
in a resonance effett In an unbounded lossy mater
ial such ~ wet soil, above about 1 GHz ,,$ is strongly 
frequency dependent. In this case, pha5C velocity 
is lower than group velocity, attenuation increases 
with frequency, and II short pulse willienglhen into 
a low frequency oscillation. 

During the revjew of this report several issues 
were raised concerning the presence of dispersion in 
the dab. of IMs and other reports. These issues are 
italicized below and followed by one au thor's 
(S_ Arcone's) discussion_ 

1. Are resonance and waveguIde dlsper5lon 
present In Figures 2 aoo 40, respectIvely, as evldem«f 
by the dlsop/Hf1rance wIth distance of phose fronts 
from the Ilneor portions of the hyperbolas? 

In Figure 2, resonance would be caused by 
the dimensions of the Styrofoam wedge which would 
permit only higher frequencies to propagate. In 
Figure 43, dispersion would be caused by the wave
guide ilIc:;tion of the active layer. Th is latter point 
Is discussed In the text where dIelectric property 
ealculations show that propaption ilIW<ly from the 
wedge w.as taking place in the active lilIYCf_ 

2 D«s di1persJon during propagation COU5f the 
center frequency of the radar pulses to decrease from 

IS 

aboul300MHz In air to about 150 MHz In ground? 
This effec;1 is-primarily due to anleflna gound 

"load i"." and occurs regardless of ground condu," 
ttvlry, although wch frequency shifts are possible 
after II few meters of propagation through high con
ductivity ground. The loading is due (0 the induced 
radIation from the ground reacting on the antenna 
and thus slowing the velocity of current flow on the 
antenna. A resulting effect Is to lower the resonant 
frequency of the antenna. 

3. Does the foct that rod" echo bands ore not 
a1l of the 5I1me width Indkate that different fre
qlHnc/es are propagating at different velocities 
(t.g_ a norrow bond precedIng a wider band would 
India1te that phase Yeloclty MIS Incr«Jslng with 
frequency) and thus that dispersion Is present? 

This would be true if the pulse emitted from 
the an tenna were init ially composed o f several bands 
of uniform duration_ However, the basic pulse W1ve
form is not uniformly osc:illilltory bu t is compos.ecf 
of several half cycles of various durations. This is 
a. normaJ response to an antenna excitation current 
consisting of a Gaussian type of pulse_ 

4. Were the TOR measurements performed In II 
somple cell that I+'I1S too short and thus dId flot (Jllow 
{ower frequency moterlal dispersions due to conduc
tivity to rC'/IeQ1 themseJIII!S because the skIn depth 
generally exceeded the somple length? 

The length of a SiUTlple cell does not prevent a 
relaxation from occurring, bul only from being 
allowed to go to completion without interference. 
When the sample: cell is too short, rw end reflections 
interfere with the relaxatioo process. I t is true that 
a sample cell must be gre.lter than a skin depth {at 
all frequencies within mDSt of the pulse's bandwidth} 
to accurately determine d.c. conductivity. bu t relax
ations due to d.c. conduc tivity had hardly begun in 
our samples even after 1000 ps. Therefore we assume 
~t conductivity values were low enouitl as to not 
affect Ihe determination of dielcclTic properties over 
the radar bandwidth_ 




